
July !"#$ "%-&$'()% *)'+(,)& ($'"$( at SFS Annex culminating in a public garden event 

and trunk shows. Immersive workshops were given by Japanese Sashiko artisan Atsushi Futatsuya 

and by Tomoko Torimaru on Moroccan Tablet Weaving. And master Indian embroiderer 

Asif Shaikh gave a superb presentation and a demonstration. 

March -.'/$% $#$%0, . 1)223%"04 1$!$5'.0")% at the SFS Annex in Berkeley, CA. Attendees felt their 

creative spirits blossom much like the spring flowers blooming in the garden. Along with local textile artists, 

Lithuanian weaver-artist Virginija Stigaite offered a trunk show while raising funds for Ukrainian refugees. 

Svetlana Gous Stanislavskaya presented an art installation “Breathe with Me,” in and out of the garden. 
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$10,000          $5,000          $2,500          $1,000          $500          $250          $1000          $50

I wish instead to make a gift of $

I would like to provide monthly support in the amount of $                                   for             months

My corporation participates in a gift-matching program. Please call me at:

I am interested in providing a Challenge Grant.

Please send me information about the planned-giving program, or call me at:
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check should be made payable to World Shibori Network Foundation

World Shibori Network Foundation (# 88-3551186) is registered in the state of California.  It has recently submitted an application for 

501(c)(3) public charity status (retroactive to its date of formation), and its 501(c)(3) status is currently pending and awaiting formal approval 

from the IRS.   We anticipate receiving this status in the next few months, and once received, we will recognize your gift as tax-deductible 

to the extent allowed by law.
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Please return this reply form in the included return envelope, or mail to:



S!"#F$%&'TV was launched offering ()'&*+&, !$-& ./0.) '&0"',$/1( of Hiroshi Murase’s 

Shibori Workshops and Michel Garcia’s Natural Dye Workshops as well as presentations by international 

artisans, artists, designers, and scholars. A portion of proceeds from streamed workshops goes to 

presenters through our support of the Monozukuri program.

W"'!, S2$%"'$ N&)#"'3 and S!"# F$%&' S).,$"( 

successes since the pandemic lockdown began include:

Launch of a new dynamic website, making W"'!, S2$%"'$ N&)#"'3 F"./,*)$"/
the umbrella for all our activities, including Slow Fiber Studios. 

Please visit ###.(2$%"'$."'1 Success!

C"/-&'(*)$"/( #$)2 C!")2 )2'&&: Stitchery Stories included six diverse talks on Boro, Sashiko, 

and the origins of stitchery by Yoshiko I. Wada (Japan, UK), Takao Momiyama (Sweden), 

Atsushi Futasuya (USA), Tomoko Torimaru (Ancient China), and Gao Yu (Miao China)

C"/-&'(*)$"/( #$)2 C!")2 "/& and )#": Historical and Contempory Shibori Practices 

in countries of Africa, America, Asia, and the West was hosted by Ana Lisa Hedstrom 

and Yoshiko I. Wada with prominent international guests.  


